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We introduce a new multiplication in the incidence algebra of a partially ordered
set and study the resulting algebra. As an application of the properties of this
algebra we obtain a combinatorial formula for the KazhdanLusztigStanley func-
tions of a poset. As special cases this yields new combinatorial formulas for the
parabolic and inverse parabolic KazhdanLusztig polynomials, for the generalized
(toric) h-vector of an Eulerian poset and for the LusztigVogan polynomials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this work is to introduce a new multiplication on
the incidence algebra of a partially ordered set and to study the resulting
algebra. The motivation for doing this comes from the desire to generalize
the main result of [3] on KazhdanLusztig polynomials to the much more
general setting of P-kernels introduced and developed by Stanley in [14].
In fact, as an application of the general properties of this algebra we obtain
(in a rather effortless way) a non-recursive combinatorial formula for any
KazhdanLusztigStanley function of a poset (see Section 2 for definitions)
in terms of its kernel. This formula, in turn, can be specialized to obtain
new combinatorial formulas for the parabolic and inverse parabolic
KazhdanLusztig polynomials, for the generalized h-vector of an Eulerian
poset and for the LusztigVogan polynomials. In fact, all these formulas
appear in the present context as computation of right inverses (with respect
to the new multiplication) of certain elements of the corresponding
incidence algebras.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we collect
some definitions, notation, and results that are needed in the rest of
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this work, including some necessary background material on parabolic
KazhdanLusztig polynomials and LusztigVogan polynomials (although
this is not needed until Section 6). In Section 3 we define the main concept
of this work, namely the twisted convolution, and derive some of its basic
properties. Our main result here (Proposition 3.3) is that the twisted con-
volution is distributive over infinite (convergent) sums. In Section 4 we
study, from an algebraic point of view, the incidence algebra of a poset
under the new product defined in Section 3. In particular, we show that the
regular representation of this algebra is faithful if P has no maximal
elements, and that this algebra is nilpotent if P is finite. In Section 5 we use
a standard construction to embed the algebra studied in Section 4 into a
slightly larger one which has an identity, and we characterize and study the
invertible elements of this ‘‘enlarged algebra.’’ In Section 6 we use the
machinery developed in the previous sections to prove our main result
(Theorem 6.3). More precisely, we show that a P-kernel and its KLS-func-
tion are inverses of each other in the enlarged algebra. From this, and the
general results on invertible elements obtained in Section 5, we deduce
immediately the existence and uniqueness of the KLS-function # associated
to a P-kernel K (thus generalizing slightly a previous result of Stanley in
[14]), and a non-recursive formula for # in terms of K. We then show how
this last formula includes the combinatorial formulas obtained in [3] for
the KazhdanLusztig and inverse KazhdanLusztig polynomials, and how
it also yields new formulas for the parabolic and inverse parabolic
KazhdanLusztig polynomials introduced in [5], for the generalized
(toric) h-vector of an Eulerian poset introduced in [13], and for the
so-called LusztigVogan polynomials introduced in [10].
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect some definitions, notation and results that will
be used in the rest of this work. We let P =
def [1, 2, 3, ...], N =def P _ [0],
Z be the ring of integers, Q be the field of rational numbers, and R be the
field of real numbers; for a # N we let [a] =def [1, 2, ..., a] (where [0] =def <).
Given n, m # P, nm, we let [n, m] =def [m]"[n&1], and we define
similarly (n, m], (n, m), and [n, m). For SR we write S=[a1 , ..., ar]< to
mean that S=[a1 , ..., ar] and a1< } } } <ar . The cardinality of a set A will
be denoted by |A|; for r # N we let ( Ar ) =
def [SA : |S |=r]. Given a poly-
nomial P(q), and i # Z, we denote by [qi](P(q)) the coefficient of qi in
P(q). For a # Q we let wax (respectively, WaX) denote the largest integer a
(respectively, smallest integer a). Given A(q) # R[q] and d # P we say
that A(q) is symmetric (respectively, antisymmetric) with respect to d if
qdA(1q)=A(q) (respectively, qdA(1q)=&A(q)).
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For j # Q we define operators Uj , Dj : R[q]  R[q] by letting
Uj \ :i0 ai q
i+ =def :i j ai q
i,
(1)
Dj \ :i0 ai q
i+ =def :
j
i=0
ai qi.
Note that Uj and Dj are linear and idempotent, and that D j=Dw j x and
Uj=UW j X , for all j # Q.
Given r # P and :1 , ..., :r # N we define a polynomial g^:1 , ..., :r(q) induc-
tively as follows. We let
g^:1 , ..., :r(q) =
def
(q&1):1 U(:$+1)2 \q:$g^:2 , ..., :r \1q++ (2)
(where :$ =def :2+ } } } +:r) if r2, and
g^:1 , ..., :r(q) =
def
(q&1):1 (3)
if r=1. For example, g^2, 2, 3(q)=3q5&6q4+3q3. Given n # P and S=
[s1 , ..., sr]<[n] we let
hS, n(q) =
def g^s1 , s2&s1 , s3&s2 , ..., n+1&sr(q)
(q&1)
. (4)
The polynomials g^:1 , ..., :r(q) have been first introduced and studied in [4,
Sect. 3] (though the definition given there is different from the one given
here). In particular, a combinatorial interpretation is known for them (see
[4, Theorem 3.16]), and this implies a combinatorial interpretation for the
polynomials hS, n(q), which we now describe. Let n # P and T=[t1 , ..., tr&1]<
[n&1]. We say that a subset A[n] is (T, n)-balanced if
(&1)i |A & (ti , n]|
(&1) i |(t i , n]|&1
2
for all i=1, ..., r&1. For example, [3, 4] is ([2, 4], 5)-balanced, but not
([1, 4], 5)-balanced. Given T[n&1] we let
Gn(T ) =
def [A[n] : A is (T, n)-balanced]. (5)
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.16 of [4]
and of the definition (4).
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Theorem 2.1. Let n # P and S =def [s1 , ..., sr]<[n]. Then
(&1)S$+(n+1)( |S |+1)+1 hS, n(&q)= :
[A # Gn+1(S ) : 1  A]
q |A|,
where S$ =def  ri=1 (&1)
i&1 si .
For example, if n=6 and S=[2, 4] then [A # G7([2, 4]) : 1  A]=
7i=5 [[3, 4, i ], [2, 3, 4, i ]] and hence (&1)
20 h[2, 4], 6(&q)=3q3+3q4.
We follow [12, Chap. 3] for notation and terminology concerning par-
tially ordered sets. In particular, given a partially ordered set (or, poset for
short) P we let Int(P) =def [(x, y) # P2 : x y], and given u, v # P we let
[u, v] =def [x # P : uxv]. We consider [u, v] as a poset with the partial
ordering induced by P. We say that a poset P is locally finite if
|[x, y]|<+ for all (x, y) # Int(P), and in this case we denote by !
(respectively, +, $) the zeta (respectively, Mo bius, delta) function of P.
Recall (see, e.g., [12, Sect. 3.6]) that given a locally finite poset P and a
commutative ring R the incidence algebra of P with coefficients in R,
denoted I(P; R), is the set of all functions f : Int(P)  R with sum and
product defined by
( f +g)(x, y) =def f (x, y)+ g(x, y)
and
( fg)(x, y) =def :
xz y
f (x, z) g(z, y), (6)
for all f, g # I(P; R) and (x, y) # Int(P). It is well known (see, e.g., [12,
Sect. 3.6, and Proposition 3.6.2]) that I(P; R) is an associative algebra
having $ as identity element, and that an element f # I(P; R) is invertible if
and only if f (x, x){0 for all x # P. If f is invertible then we denote by f &1
its (two-sided) inverse. Given f # I(P; R) we define f * # I(P*; R) (where P*
denotes the order dual of P) by letting
f *(v, u) =def f (u, v) (7)
for all (v, u) # Int(P*).
Let P be a locally finite poset. We say that a function \: Int(P)  N is
a weak rank function for P if it has the following two properties:
(i) if u<v then \(u, v)>0;
(ii) if uav then \(u, v)=\(u, a)+\(a, v).
Note that a weak rank function always exists and that if \ is a weak rank
function for P then \* is a weak rank function for P*. The concept of a
weak rank function enables us to extend the main definitions of Section 6
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of [14] from the locally graded case (i.e., posets P such that [x, y] is a
finite graded poset for all (x, y) # Int(P)) to the locally finite case. Let P
and \ be as above and I(P; R[q]) be the incidence algebra of P with coef-
ficients in R[q]. Following Stanley (see [14, p. 830, and Proposition 6.11,
p. 835]) we let
I (P) =def [ f # I(P; R[q]) : deg( f (x, y))\(x, y), for all (x, y) # Int(P)],
and
I12(P) =
def [ f # I (P) : deg( f (u, v)) 12 (\(u, v)&1) for u<v, and f (u, u)=1].
Note that I (P) is a subalgebra of I(P; R[q]) and that if f # I(P; R[q]) is
invertible, then f # I (P) if and only if f &1 # I (P). Given f # I (P) we let
f (u, v) =def q\(u, v)f (u, v) \1q+ , (8)
for all u, v # P, uv. Notice that I (P), I12(P), and the involution & all
depend also on \. However, throughout this work \ will always be fixed,
so no confusion should arise. Recall (see [14, Definition 6.2, p. 830]) that
an element K # I(P; R[q]) is called a P-kernel if K(u, u)=1 for all u # P
and there exists an element f # I(P; R[q]) such that:
(i) f is invertible in I(P; R[q]);
(ii) fK= f .
An element f # I(P; R[q]) satisfying (ii) above is called K-totally accept-
able (see [14, Definition 6.2, p. 830]). The following result was first proved
by Stanley in [14] (see [14, Lemma 6.4, p. 831]) in the case that Q is
graded. However, his proof carries over unchanged to the present more
general setting.
Lemma 2.2. Let Q be a finite poset with 0 and 1 , and \ be a weak rank
function for Q. Let f, K # I (Q) be such that K is a Q-kernel and
( fK)(0 , s)= f (0 , s)
for all s<1 . Then
( fK)(0 , 1 )& f (0 , 1 )
is antisymmetric with respect to \(0 , 1 ).
Following Stanley we call Lemma 2.2 the ‘‘generalized DehnSommerville
equations for the kernel K’’ (see [14, p. 831], for the reason behind this
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terminology). The next fundamental result is due to Stanley (see [14,
Corollary 6.7]). Although we don’t need it in what follows (in fact, we will
give an independent proof of a more general result in this paper) we recall
it here because of its importance and because it is one of the main motiva-
tions for the present work.
Theorem 2.3. Let P be a locally graded poset and K # I(P; R[q]) a
P-kernel. Then there exists a unique K-totally acceptable element # # I12(P).
We call the element # whose existence and uniqueness is guaranteed by
the preceding theorem the KazhdanLusztigStanley function (or KLS-func-
tion, for short) of P relative to K. As noted in [14, Sects. 6 and 7], the
function # specializes to many interesting objects depending on the par-
ticular choice of the poset P and kernel K (see also Section 6 of the
present work).
We follow [11] for general terminology regarding nonassociative
algebras. In particular, by a (nonassociative) R-algebra we mean an
R-vector space U with a multiplication such that ( f +g) h= fh+ gh,
h( f +g)=hf +hg, and :( fg)=(:f ) g= f (:g) for all : # R and f, g # U.
Recall (see, e.g., [11, Chap. II, Sect. 2, pp. 15, 18]) that such an R-algebra
U is called a division algebra if, for all f, g # U, f {0, the equations fx= g
and yf =g have unique solutions x, y # U, and is called nilpotent if there
exists a t # P such that the product (no matter how associated) of any t
elements of U equals 0. Let M be an R-vector space. Recall (see, e.g., [11,
Chap. II, Sect. 4, p. 26]) that a representation of U in M is a pair of linear maps
T, S: U  End(M). The regular representation of U is the pair R, L:
U  End(U) where (R( f ))(g) =def g f and (L( f ))(g) =def fg for all f, g # U.
The preliminaries that follow are only needed for the applications of the
main result presented in Section 6. Therefore, readers who are not inter-
ested in these applications may skip the rest of this section.
Given a finite graded poset P and SN we let PS =
def [x # P : l(x) # S],
where l : P  N is the rank function of P, and we let :(P; S) be the number
of maximal chains of PS . We also let Pi =
def P[i] if i # N. We say that a finite
graded poset P as above is Eulerian if P has a 0 and 1 and +(x, y)=
(&1) l( y)&l(x) for all x, y # P, x y. Recall (see, e.g., [12, Sect. 3.14, p. 138;
13, Sect. 2, p. 190]) that to any Eulerian poset P as above there are
associated two polynomials, denoted f (P; q) and g(P; q), defined induc-
tively as follows:
(i) if |P|=1 then f (P; q) =def g(P; q) =def 1;
(ii) if P has rank n+11 then
g(P; q) =def Dn2((1&q) f (P; q)); (9)
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(iii) if P has rank n+11 then
f (P; q) =def :
a # P"[1 ]
g([0 , a]; q)(q&1)n&l(a). (10)
The polynomials f (P; q) and g(P; q) were introduced in [13] and are
two very subtle invariants of the Eulerian poset P (see [12, Sect. 3.14; 13,
Sects. 2, 3] for further information). We call g(P; q) the g-polynomial of P,
and (h0 , ..., hn), where hi =
def
[qn&i]( f (P; q)) for i=0, ..., n, the (generalized )
h-vector of P (sometimes also called the toric h-vector of P).
We follow [7] for general Coxeter groups notation and terminology.
Given a Coxeter system (W, S) and _ # W we denote by l(_) the length of
_ in W, with respect to S, and we let D(_) =def [s # S : l(s_)<l(_)]. We
denote by e the identity of W, and we let T =def [_s_&1 : _ # W, s # S] be the
set of reflections of W. Given JS we let
WJ =def [_ # W : l(_s)>l(_) for all s # J].
Note that W<=W. We will always assume that WJ is partially ordered by
(strong) Bruhat order. Recall (see, e.g., [7, Sect. 5.9]) that this means that
x y if and only if there exist r # N and t1 , ..., tr # T such that tr } } } t1x= y
and l(ti } } } t1x)>l(t i&1 } } } t1x) for i=1, ..., r. It is well known (see, e.g., [2,
Proposition 1(iv)]) that intervals of WJ are finite graded posets.
The following two results are due to Deodhar, and we refer the reader
to [5, Sect. 2, Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 3.1] for their proofs.
Theorem 2.4. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, and JS. Then, for
each x # [&1, q], there is a unique family of polynomials [RJ, xu, v(q)]u, v # W J
Z[q] such that, for all u, v # WJ:
(i) RJ, xu, v(q)=0 if u v;
(ii) RJ, xu, u(q)=1;
(iii) if u<v and s # D(v) then
RJ, xsu, sv(q), if s # D(u),
RJ, xu, v(q)={(q&1) RJ, xu, sv(q)+qRJ, xsu, sv(q), if s  D(u) and su # WJ,(q&1&x) RJ, xu, sv(q), if s  D(u) and su  WJ.
Theorem 2.5. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, and JS. Then, for
each x # [&1, q], there is a unique family of polynomials [PJ, xu, v(q)]u, v # W J
Z[q], such that, for all u, v # WJ:
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(i) PJ, xu, v(q)=0 if u v;
(ii) PJ, xu, u(q)=1;
(iii) deg(PJ, xu, v(q))w
1
2 (l(v)&l(u)&1)x , if u<v;
(iv) given
ql(v)&l(u)PJ, xu, v \1q+= :uzv R
J, x
u, z(q) P
J, x
z, v (q), (11)
if uv.
We call the polynomials RJ, xu, v(q) and P
J, x
u, v(q), whose existence is guaranteed
by the two previous theorems, the parabolic R-polynomials and parabolic
KazhdanLusztig polynomials (respectively) of W J with respect to x. It
follows immediately from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 and from well-known facts
(see, e.g., [7, Sects. 7.5 and 7.911]) that R<, &1u, v (q) (=R
<, q
u, v (q)) and
P<, &1u, v (q) (=P
<, q
u, v (q)) are the (usual) R-polynomials and KazhdanLusztig
polynomials of W. There is one more property of the polynomials RJ, xu, v(q)
that we will use in Section 6, and that we recall here for the reader’s con-
venience. A proof of it can be found in [6, Corollary 2.2].
Proposition 2.6. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, and JS. Then
ql(v)&l(u)RJ, xu, v \1q+=(&1) l(v)&l(u) RJ, q&1&xu, v (q)
for all u, v # WJ, and x # [&1, q].
Fix two distinct primes p, l with p{2. Let G be a connected reductive
group over F p and %: G  G an involutive automorphism. Fix a subgroup
K of G having finite index in [g # G : %(g)= g]. Following [10, Defini-
tion 1.1, p. 365] we let D be the set of all pairs (O, #) where O is an orbit
of K on the flag variety of all Borel subgroups of G, and # is an
isomorphism class of K-equivariant sheaves of one-dimensional Q l -vector
spaces on O, and we denote by  the Bruhat G-order on D (we refer the
reader to [10, Definition 1.8, p. 367], for the definition of this partial
ordering). Since it is known (see [10, Definition 1.1, p. 365]) that if
(O, #) # D then O is uniquely determined by # we will simply write # instead
of (O, #), and we let l(#) =def dim(O).
Let M be the free Z[q, q&1]-module with basis D. The following two
results are due to Lusztig and Vogan and we refer the reader to [10,
Theorem 1.10 and Theorem 1.11], for their proofs.
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Theorem 2.7. There exists a Z-linear map D: M  M such that:
(i) D(qm)=q&1D(m) for all m # M ;
(ii) if $ # D then
D($)=q&l($) :
#$
R#, $(q) #,
where R#, $(q) # Z[q], R$, $(q)=1, and deg(R#, $)l($)&l(#).
Theorem 2.8. For each $ # D there exists a unique element
C$= :
#$
P#, $(q) #
of M subject to the following conditions:
(i) D(C$)=q&l($)C$ ;
(ii) P$, $(q)=1;
(iii) if #{$ then P#, $(q) # Z[q] and deg(P#, $) 12 (l($)&l(#)&1).
We call the polynomials P#, $(q) defined by the previous theorem the
LusztigVogan polynomials of D. An algorithm for the computation of the
polynomials R#, $(q) defined in Theorem 2.7 is given in the proof of
Lemma 6.8 of [15].
Throughout this work, unless otherwise explicitly stated, P denotes a
locally finite poset and \: Int(P)  N a weak rank function for P.
3. THE TWISTED CONVOLUTION
In this section we define the crucial concept of this work, namely the
twisted convolution, and we establish some of its basic properties.
For f, g # I (P) we let
( f b g)(u, v) =def :
a # [u, v]
f (u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2(g (a, v)), (12)
and call f b g the twisted convolution of f and g. For example, if ! # I (P) is
the zeta function of P then (! b !)(u, v)=a # [u, v) q\(a, v).
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We can express the twisted convolution in terms of the ordinary con-
volution if we introduce the following operator D: I(P; R[q])  I (P). For
f # I(P; R[q]) we define Df # I (P) by letting
(Df )(u, v) =def D(\(u, v)&1)2( f (u, v)), (13)
for all (u, v) # Int(P). Note that D is linear and idempotent and that
(Df )(u, u)=0 for all f # I(P; R[q]) and u # P. We then have the following
simple relation between the twisted convolution b and the operator D.
Proposition 3.1. Let f, g # I (P). Then
f b g= f b Dg= f Dg. (14)
Proof. We have from the definitions (1), (8), and (13) that
U(\(a, v)+1)2(g (a, v))=U (\(a, v)+1)2((Dg)(a, v))=(Dg)(a, v),
for all (a, v) # Int(P). The result follows from (6) and (12). K
Note that Proposition 3.1 enables us to extend the definition of f b g to
any f, g # I(P; R[q]), and we will do this freely in what follows.
Proposition 3.2. Let f, g, h # I(P; R[q]). Then we have that:
(i) ( f + g) b h=( f b h)+(g b h);
(ii) f b (g+h)=( f b g)+( f b h);
(iii) f (g b h)=( fg) b h.
Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 3.1 and the fact that
D(g+h)=Dg+Dh and g+h= g +h . K
Note that the twisted convolution is not associative. For example, if
u, v # P, u<v, and \(u, v)=2, then (! b (! b !))(u, v)=0 but ((! b !) b !)(u, v)
=( |[u, v]|&2) q2.
Recall (see, e.g., [12, Sect. 3.6, p. 115]) that given f, f1 , f2 , ... #
I(P, R[q]) we write
f = :
i1
f i
if, for all u, v # P, uv, f i (u, v){0 for only finitely many i # P, and
f (u, v)=i1 fi (u, v). In this case we say that i1 f i converges to f. Note
that if f1 , f2 , ... # I (P) and f =i1 f i then f # I (P). The following property
of the twisted convolution is the main result of this section and plays a
fundamental role in the sequel.
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Proposition 3.3. Let g, f, f1 , f2 , ... # I (P) be such that i1 fi= f.
Then
:
i1
(g b f i )= g b f, (15)
and
:
i1
( fi b g)= f b g. (16)
Proof. Fix u, v # P, uv. By the definition (12) we have that
(g b fi )(u, v)= :
uav
g(u, a) U (\(a, v)+1)2( f i (a, v)).
Since  i1 fi converges we have that, for each a # [u, v], f i (a, v)=0 for
almost all i # P. But since P is locally finite, the interval [u, v] is finite.
Therefore there exists k # P such that if i>k then fi (a, v)=0 for all
a # [u, v], and hence (g b fi )(u, v)=0. This proves that i1 (g b fi ) con-
verges. Furthermore, we have that
:
i1
(g b fi )(u, v)= :
k
i=1
(g b fi )(u, v)
=\ g b \ :
k
i=1
fi++ (u, v)
= :
uav
g(u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2 \ :
k
i=1
f i (a, v)+
= :
uav
g(u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2( f (a, v))
=(g b f )(u, v),
and (15) follows. The proof of (16) is analogous. K
In Proposition 6.11 of [14] Stanley shows that there is a close rela-
tionship between I12(P) and the set of all P-kernels of P. The next result
gives a characterization of I12(P) in terms of the twisted convolution and
will be used in Section 6. Notice that g # I12(P) if and only if Dg= g&$.
Proposition 3.4. Let f, g # I (P), and suppose that f is invertible in
I(P; R[q]). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) f b g= fg & f ;
(ii) g # I12(P).
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Proof. Assume that (ii) holds. Then we have from Proposition 3.1 and
the definition (13) that
f b g= f Dg= f (g&$ )= f (g &$ )= fg & f,
as desired.
Conversely, assume that (i) holds. Then by Proposition 3.1 we conclude
that
f (Dg& g +$)=0.
Since f is invertible this implies that Dg= g &$, and (ii) follows. K
We conclude this section by noting that the twisted convolution does not
have either a left or a right neutral element. In fact, if f # I(P; R[q]) were
such that g b f = g (respectively, f b g= g) for all g # I(P; R[q]), then, in
particular, we would have that ($ b f )(u, u)=$(u, u) (respectively,
( f b $)(u, u)=$(u, u)) for all u # P, which is a contradiction.
4. THE TWISTED INCIDENCE ALGEBRA
In this section we study the subspace I (P) of I(P; R[q]) with respect to
the twisted convolution product. In particular, we show that if P has no
maximal elements then the regular representation of I (P) is faithful, and
that if P is finite then I (P) is a nilpotent algebra.
Proposition 4.1. The twisted convolution makes I (P) into a (non-
associative) R-algebra.
Proof. It is clear that I (P) is a vector space over R. It is also clear from
(12) that
:( f b g)=(:f ) b g= f b (:g)
for all : # R and f, g # I (P), so the result follows from Proposition 3.2. K
We call I (P) with the multiplication defined by (12) the twisted incidence
algebra of P.
Since the (usual) incidence algebra of P has an identity its regular
representation is faithful. This also holds for the twisted incidence algebra
if P has no maximal elements.
Proposition 4.2. Let f # I (P). Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
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(i) g b f =0 for all g # I (P);
(ii) qw(\(u, v)+1)2x divides f (u, v) for all u, v # P, u<v.
Proof. Since $ # I (P) we have from Proposition 3.1 that g b f =0 for all
g # I (P) if and only if Df=0. This, by (13), happens exactly when
qw(\(u, v)&1)2x+1 divides f (u, v) for all u, v # P, u<v. K
Given a poset P we denote by M(P) the set of all the maximal elements
of P.
Proposition 4.3. Let f # I (P). Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(i) f b g=0 for all g # I (P);
(ii) f (u, v)=0 for all u # P and v # P"M(P), with uv.
Proof. Assume first that (ii) holds. Let u, v # P, uv. Then we have
from (12) and our hypothesis (ii) that
( f b g)(u, v)= :
a # [u, v]
f (u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2(g (a, v))
= f (u, v) U12(g (v, v))=0
for all g # I (P), as desired.
Conversely, assume that (i) holds. Since v # P"M(P) there exist b # P
such that v Ib and g # I (P) such that
g(a, b)={1,0,
if a=v,
otherwise
(17)
for all ab. Therefore we have from (12) and (i) that
0=( f b g)(u, b)
= :
a # [u, b]
f (u, a) U(\(a, b)+1)2(g (a, b))
= f (u, v) U(\(v, b)+1)2(g (v, b))
= f (u, v) q\(v, b),
by (17). K
Note that I (P) is neither a left nor a right division algebra. In fact, both
equations
a b x=b (18)
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and
x b a=b (19)
have no solutions in I (P) if b(u, u){0 for some u # P (since (a b x)(u, u)=
(x b a)(u, u)=0 for any a, x # I (P) and u # P, by (12)). Even when (18) and
(19) do have solutions, these will not be unique, in general. For example,
the equation x b $=0 does not have a unique solution (since any x # I (P)
satisfies it by Proposition 4.2) even though ${0. Similarly, the equation
$ b x=0 does not have a unique solution since both x=$ and x=! satisfy
it, as can be easily checked.
We now need to introduce some notation. For t # P we let
It(P) =
def I (P),
if t=1, and
It(P) =
def .
t&1
r=1
(Ir(P) b It&r(P)),
if t2 (where A b B =def [a b b : a # A, b # B] for A, BI (P)). Equivalently,
It(P) is the set of elements of I (P) that can be expressed as the twisted con-
volution of at least t elements of I (P) (associated in some way). We can
now state and prove the main result of this section, which plays a
fundamental role in the rest of this work.
Theorem 4.4. Let P be a locally finite poset, u, v # P, uv, and f # It(P)
(t # P). Then:
(i) f (u, v)=0 if \(u, v)t&2;
(ii) qwt2x divides f (u, v) if \(u, v)t&1.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on t # P. Both (i) and (ii)
clearly hold if t=1. So let f # It(P) with t2. Then, by definition, there
exist r, s # [t&1] and g # Ir(P), h # Is(P) such that f = g b h and r+s=t.
Hence we have that
f (u, v)= :
ua<v
g(u, a) U (\(a, v)+1)2(h (a, v)).
Consider now a # [u, v). If \(u, a)r&2 then, by (i) of our induction
hypothesis, we conclude that g(u, a)=0. If \(a, v)s&1 then, by (ii) of
our induction hypothesis, we conclude that qws2x divides h(a, v), which
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implies that deg(h (a, v))\(a, v)&ws2x\(a, v)&w(\(a, v)+1)2x<
W(\(a, v)+1)2X , and hence that U(\(a, v)+1)2(h (a, v))=0. Therefore
f (u, v)= :
[a # [u, v) : \(u, a)r&1, \(a, v)s]
g(u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2(h (a, v)).
Now, if \(u, v)t&2 then [a # [u, v) : \(u, a)r&1, \(a, v)s]=<,
and hence (i) and (ii) hold. If \(u, v)=t&1 then
[a # [u, v) : \(u, a)r&1, \(a, v)s]=[a # [u, v) : \(u, a)=r&1],
and hence
f (u, v)= :
[a # [u, v) : \(u, a)=r&1]
g(u, a) U(s+1)2 \qsh(a, v) \1q++ . (20)
But, since \(u, a)=r&1, we conclude from (ii) of our induction hypothesis
that qwr2x divides g(u, a). Hence qwr2x+W(s+1)2X divides every summand on
the RHS of (20). Since wr2x+W(s+1)2Xw(r+s)2x=wt2x we con-
clude that (ii) holds also in this case. This concludes the induction step and
hence the proof. K
The preceding theorem has the following consequence. (We refer the
reader to, e.g., [11, Chap. II, Sect. 2, p. 17], for the definition and main
properties of solvable algebras.)
Corollary 4.5. Let P be a finite poset. Then I (P) is a nilpotent algebra.
In particular, I (P) is solvable.
Proof. Let d be the rank of P. Then it follows from part (i) of
Theorem 4.4 that Id+2(P)=0 and this, by the definition of It(P), means
that I (P) is nilpotent. The second statement follows immediately from the
first one. K
5. THE ENLARGED ALGEBRA
One of the most useful operations in the (usual) incidence algebra of a
poset is that of taking inverses of invertible elements. This is of course
impossible in the twisted incidence algebra since it doesn’t have an identity.
However, given any nonassociative algebra U without identity there is a
standard way (see, e.g., [11, Chap. II, Sect. 1, p. 11]) to enlarge U to a
nonassociative algebra U1 so that U1 has an identity, contains an ideal I
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isomorphic to U, and U1 I is a one-dimensional vector space. In this sec-
tion we apply this construction to the twisted incidence algebra I (P) and
characterize and study the invertible elements in the resulting algebra.
Let I (P) be the R-algebra consisting of formal sums of the form
:+ f,
where : # R and f # I (P), with sum and product defined in the natural ways
(see, e.g., [11, Chap. II, Sect. 1, p. 11]), namely
(:+ f )+(;+ g) =def (:+;)+( f + g)
and
(:+ f ) b (;+ g) =def (:;)+(:g+;f +f b g),
for :, ; # R, and f, g # I (P). It is then clear that 1+0 is a two-sided identity
for I (P) and that [:+ f # I (P) : :=0] is an ideal of I (P) isomorphic to
I (P). Note that I (P) is not a nilpotent algebra since it has a two-sided
identity.
Our main goal in this section is to characterize and study the invertible
elements of I (P).
Theorem 5.1. Let :+ f # I (P). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) there exists a unique left inverse of :+ f in I (P);
(ii) there exists a unique right inverse of :+ f in I (P);
(iii) :{0.
Proof. It is clear that either (i) or (ii) imply (iii). Assume now that (iii)
holds. Note that (:$+Df )(u, u)=:{0 for all u # P and hence that
:$+Df is invertible in I(P; R[q]). We now define
g =def &
f
:
(:$+Df )&1. (21)
It is then clear that g # I (P) and that, by Proposition 3.1,
f
:
+:g+ g b f =
f
:
+:g+ gDf =
f
:
+ g(:$+Df )=0.
Hence 1:+ g is a left inverse of :+ f in I (P). To prove that this left
inverse is unique let ;+h # I (P) be such that (;+h) b (:+ f )=1+0. Then
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;=1: and hence (1:) f +:h+h b f =0. This, by Proposition 3.1, implies
that h(:$+Df )=& f: and hence, by (21), that h= g. This proves (i).
We now show that (iii) implies (ii). We define an element g # I (P) induc-
tively as follows. We let
g(u, v) =def &
1
:2
f (u, v) (22)
if u=v, and
g(u, v) =def
1
:2
A(u, v)&
f (u, u)
:3
U(\(u, v)+1)2(A (u, v)), (23)
where
A(u, v) =def &f (u, v)&: :
u<a<v
f (u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2(g (a, v)), (24)
if u<v (u, v # P). Then we have that
( f b g)(u, u)+
1
:
f (u, u)+:g(u, u)=0 (25)
for all u # P, and
:2g(u, v)+:f (u, u) U(\(u, v)+1)2(g (u, v))
=A(u, v)&
f (u, u)
:
U(d+1)2(A (u, v))+
f (u, u)
:
U(d+1)2 \A (u, v)& f (u, u): D(d&1)2(A(u, v))+=A(u, v)
(where d =def \(u, v)) for all u<v, u, v # P. By (24) and our definition (12)
this implies that
:g(u, v)+
1
:
f (u, v)=&( f b g)(u, v) (26)
for all u, v # P, u<v. Hence we conclude from (25) and (26) that
:g+(1:) f + f b g=0 and hence that (:+ f ) b ((1:)+ g)=1+0 in I (P).
Now let ;+h # I (P) be such that (:+ f ) b (;+h)=1+0 in I (P). Then
we have that ;=1: and
1
:
f +:h+ f b h=0. (27)
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Hence we deduce from (27) that
1
:
f (u, u)=&:h(u, u), (28)
for all u # P, and that
:2h(u, v)+:f (u, u) U (\(u, v)+1)2(h (u, v))=B(u, v), (29)
where
B(u, v) =def &f (u, v)&: :
u<a<v
f (u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2(h (a, v)), (30)
for all u, v # P, u<v. Therefore we deduce from (29) that
:2h (u, v)+:f (u, u) D (\(u, v)&1)2(h(u, v))=B (u, v)
and hence that
:2U(\(u, v)+1)2(h (u, v))=U(\(u, v)+1)2(B (u, v)). (31)
Substituting (31) in (29) we obtain that
:2h(u, v)+
f (u, u)
:
U (\(u, v)+1)2(B (u, v))=B(u, v). (32)
But from (22), (28), (23), (32), (24), and (30) we now conclude, by induc-
tion on \(u, v), that h(u, v)= g(u, v) for all u, v # P, uv, and this con-
cludes the proof. K
Note that the proof of the preceding theorem actually gives an explicit
formula for the computation of the left inverse of an invertible element of
I (P). For this reason, we now concentrate mainly on the computation of
the right inverse.
Given f # I(P; R[q]) and i # P we define an element f b i # I(P; R[q])
inductively as follows. We let
f b i =def { f,f b ( f b (i&1)),
if i=1,
if i2.
(33)
Proposition 5.2. Let :+ f # I (P), with :{0. Then (1:)+(1:)_
i1 ( f:) b i is the (unique) right inverse of :& f in I (P).
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Proof. Note first that i1 ( f:) b i converges by Theorem 4.4. There-
fore, from Proposition 3.3 we conclude that
f b \1: :i1 \
f
: +
b i
+= :i1 \
f
:+
b i
&
f
:
and hence that
(:& f ) b \1:+
1
:
:
i1 \
f
: +
b i
+=1+0 (34)
in I (P), and the result follows from Theorem 5.1. K
Note that Proposition 5.2 gives an alternative proof of the existence of a
right inverse of an element :+ f # I (P) with :{0. However, we feel that
the inductive procedure used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is of independent
interest and for this reason we have decided to present it.
Proposition 5.2 makes it natural to look in more detail at the operation
of ‘‘taking the i th power’’ in the twisted incidence algebra. Let f # I (P) and
i # P. For a multichain a0a1 } } } ai in P we define a polynomial
fa0 , ..., ai (q) # R[q] inductively as follows. We let
fa0 , ..., ai (q) =
def fa0 , a1(q) U(d+1)2 \qdfa1 , ..., ai \1q++ (35)
(where d =def \(a1 , a i)), if i2, and
fa0 , ..., ai (q) =
def f (a0 , a1) (36)
if i=1. We call fa0 , ..., ai (q) the f -polynomial of the multichain a0a1 } } }
ai . The f -polynomial of a multichain shares many of the properties of
the R-polynomial of a multichain (which is a special case, see Section 6 for
details) first defined and studied in [3]. In fact, most of the results in Sec-
tion 3 of [3] continue to hold for the f -polynomial of a multichain. In par-
ticular, the reader can check that the following results hold, with essentially
the same proofs as those given in Section 3 of [3].
Proposition 5.3. Let f # I (P), and a0a1 } } } ar+1 (r # P) be a
multichain in P such that fa0 , a1 , ..., ar+1(q){0. Then \(ar , ar+1)1 and
\(ai , ai+1)2 for i=1, ..., r&1.
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Proposition 5.4. Let f # I (P), k # Z, and a0a1 } } } ar+1 (r # P) be
a multichain in P. Then
[qk]( fa0 , a1 , ..., ar+1)= :
j1W(l(a1)+1)2X
} } } :
jrW(l(ar)+1)2X
_ ‘
r
i=0
[ql(ai)& ji& ji+1]( f (ai , ai+1)),
where l(aj) =
def \(aj , ar+1) for j=0, ..., r, jr+1 =
def
0, and j0 =
def l(a0)&k. K
From our present point of view, the most important property of the
f -polynomial of a multichain is the following.
Proposition 5.5. Let f # I (P). Then
f b i (u, v)= :
u=a0a1 } } } ai=v
fa0 , a1 , ..., ai (q) (37)
for all i # P and u, v # P, uv.
Proof. We prove (37) by induction on i # P. If i=1 then (37) holds by
the definitions (33) and (36). So suppose that i2. Then by (33), (12), and
our induction hypothesis we have that
f b i (u, v)=( f b f b (i&1))(u, v)
= :
uav
f (u, a) U (\(a, v)+1)2 \q\(a, v)f b (i&1)(a, v) \1q++
= :
uav
f (u, a) U (\(a, v)+1)2 \q\(a, v) :a=a1a2 } } } ai=v fa1 , ..., ai \
1
q++
= :
u=a0a1 } } } ai=v
fa0 , a1(q) U (\(a1 , v)+1)2 \q\(a1 , v)fa1 , ..., ai \1q++
and (37) follows from (35). K
We can therefore reformulate Proposition 5.2 in the following more
explicit way.
Proposition 5.6. Let :+ f # I (P) with :{0, and 1:+ g # I (P) be the
(unique) right inverse of :& f in I (P). Then, for all u, v # P, uv,
g(u, v)=
1
:
:
C # M(u, v) \
f
: +C , (38)
where M(u, v) denotes the set of all the multichains in P from u to v.
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Note that, by Proposition 5.3, the sum on the right hand side of (38) is
actually finite.
Propositions 5.3 and 5.5 can also be used to show in a quick way that
I (P) is never a Jordan algebra. In fact, if I (P) were a (noncommutative)
Jordan algebra then we would have that ( f b g) b ( f b 2)= f b (g b f b 2) for all
f, g # I (P). In particular, it would be true that (! b 2) b (! b 2)=! b 4. Now let
u, v # P, u<v, be such that \(u, v)=4. Then by Propositions 5.3 and 5.5 we
have that (! b 4)(u, v)=0. On the other hand
(! b 2 b ! b 2)(u, v)= :
ua<v \ :u y<a q
\( y, a)+ U(\(a, v)+1)2
_\q\(a, v) :ax<v q
&\(x, v)+
= :
[u y<ax<v : \(a, x)(12)(\(a, v)+1)]
q\( y, x)=:q3,
where :=|[(a, x) # Int(P) : a, x # [u, v], \(u, a)=1, \(a, x)=2]|.
We conclude this section with the following slightly surprising result
which will be used in Section 6.
Proposition 5.7. Let f, g # I (P) be such that (1& f ) b (1+ g)=1+0 in
I (P). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) f (u, u)=1 for all u # P and f f =$;
(ii) g # I12(P).
Proof. Assume that (i) holds. By our hypothesis we know that
&f + g& f b g=0. (39)
Hence if u # P then from (39) we conclude that
g(u, u)= f (u, u)=1. (40)
We now prove that
deg(g(u, v)) 12 (\(u, v)&1) (41)
for all u, v # P, u<v, by induction on \(u, v). If \(u, v)=1 then u Iv and
hence we conclude from (39) that
f (u, v)= g(u, v)&U1(g (u, v)). (42)
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But since ff =$ we also have that f (u, v)+ f (u, v)=0, and this, using (42)
and the fact that f, g # I (P), implies that deg(g(u, v))=0. Now let
\(u, v)2 and assume that
deg(g(x, y)) 12 (\(x, y)&1) (43)
for all x, y # P, x< y, with \(x, y)<\(u, v). Then from (39) and (14) we
conclude that
&f (x, y)+ g(x, y)=( fg )(x, y)& f (x, y)
for all x, y # P, x< y, such that \(x, y)<\(u, v). Hence, in particular,
( fg )(x, v)= g(x, v)
for all u<xv. By the generalized DehnSommerville equations for the
P*-kernel f * applied to the finite poset [u, v]* (see Lemma 2.2) we then
conclude that the polynomial
( fg )(u, v)& g (u, v)
is antisymmetric with respect to \(u, v). On the other hand, we have from
(39), (12), and (43), that
& f (u, v)+ g(u, v)= :
ua<v
f (u, a) U(\(a, v)+1)2(g (a, v))
=U(\(u, v)+1)2(g (u, v))+ :
u<a<v
f (u, a) g (a, v),
which implies that
g(u, v)&U(\(u, v)+1)2(g (u, v))=( fg )(u, v)& g (u, v).
Hence the polynomial g(u, v)&U(\(u, v)+1)2(g (u, v)) is antisymmetric with
respect to \(u, v), and this implies that deg(g(u, v)) 12 (\(u, v)&1). This
concludes the induction step and hence proves (ii).
Assume now that (ii) holds. Then it follows immediately from the explicit
formula (21) for the left inverse of an invertible element of I (P) that
f = g($+Dg)&1= g($+ g &$)&1= g(g )&1
and (i) follows. K
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6. P-KERNELS AND KLS-FUNCTIONS
In this section we prove the main result of this work. This gives a non-
recursive formula for the KLS-function of P relative to a P-kernel K in
terms of the kernel itself. We then show how this result generalizes and
unifies previously known results on KazhdanLusztig polynomials and
inverse KazhdanLusztig polynomials, and how it yields new formulas for
parabolic (and inverse parabolic) KazhdanLusztig polynomials, for gener-
alized h-vectors of Eulerian posets, and for LusztigVogan polynomials.
The key step in the proof of the main result is the following one, which
shows that the relationship between P-kernels and KLS-functions takes a
particularly simple form in the enlarged incidence algebra.
Theorem 6.1. Let P be a locally finite poset, K # I (P) a P-kernel, and
f # I (P). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) fK= f and f # I12(P);
(ii) (1&K*) b (1+ f *)=1+0 in I (P*).
Proof. Assume first that (i) holds. Then we have that K*f *=f * in
I(P*; R[q]) and f * # I12(P*). Therefore we have from Proposition 3.4 that
K* b f *=K*f *&K*. Hence
K* b f *=K*f *&K*= f *&K*
and (ii) follows.
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds. Then, since KK =$, we have that
K *K*=$ in I(P*; R[q]). Therefore we conclude from our hypothesis (ii)
and Proposition 5.7 that f * # I12(P*) and hence that f # I12(P). This, by
our hypothesis (ii) and Proposition 3.4 implies that
f *=K*+K* b f *=K*f *
in I(P*; R[q]), and hence that f = fK in I(P; R[q]), as desired. K
The preceding theorem, together with Theorem 5.1, implies the following
result which generalizes Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 6.2. Let P be a locally finite poset and K # I(P; R[q]) a
P-kernel. Then there exists a unique K-totally acceptable element # # I12(P).
Note that we have not used Theorem 2.3 in our derivation of
Theorem 6.2, but only basic properties of the twisted and enlarged
incidence algebras. Extending the terminology used in the locally graded
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case we call the function # defined by the previous theorem the KLS-func-
tion of P relative to the P-kernel K (the dependence on \ being tacitly
understood, if there is no danger of confusion).
The main result of this work is now an immediate consequence of
Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 5.2.
Theorem 6.3. Let P be a locally finite poset, K a P-kernel, and # the
KLS-function of P relative to K. Then
#*= :
i1
(K*) b i.
Although we have no applications for it, we feel that the following
curious special case of Theorem 6.3 is worth noting.
Corollary 6.4. Let P be a locally finite poset, and f # I12(P). Then
f *= :
i1
( f *f &1*) b i.
Proof. It is clear that f &1f is a P-kernel and that f is ( f &1f )-totally
acceptable. Since f # I12(P) we conclude from Theorem 6.2 that f is the
KLS-function of P relative to f &1f , and the result follows from
Theorem 6.3. K
Using Proposition 5.6 we can reformulate our main result in the following
more explicit way.
Corollary 6.5. Let P be a locally finite poset, K a P-kernel, and # the
KLS-function of P relative to K. Then, for all u, v # P, uv,
#(u, v)= :
C # M*(v, u)
(K*)C ,
where M*(v, u) denotes the set of all the multichains in P* from v to u.
It is interesting to note that the preceding corollary can be restated in the
following equivalent way.
Corollary 6.6. Let P be a locally finite poset, K a P-kernel, and # the
KLS-function of P relative to K. Then, for all u, v # P, u<v,
:
C # C*(v, u)
(K*)C =#(u, v)&# (u, v),
where C*(v, u) denotes the set of all the chains in P* from v to u.
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Proof. Let, for brevity,
1u, v =
def :
C # C*(v, u)
(K*)C .
Note first that, by Proposition 5.3, we may rewrite Corollary 6.5 as
#(u, v)= :
C # C*(v, u)
((K*)C +(K*)v, C). (44)
This, by the definitions (35) and (36), implies that
#(u, v)(q)=1u, v(q)+U(\(u, v)+1)2 (q\(u, v)1u, v \1q++ .
Since # # I12(P) this implies that
#(u, v)(q)=D(\(u, v)&1)2(1u, v(q)) (45)
and
0=U\(u, v)2(1u, v(q))+U(\(u, v)+1)2 \q\(u, v)1u, v \1q++ . (46)
But it follows from (45) that
q\(u, v)#(u, v) \1q+=U(\(u, v)+1)2 \q\(u, v)1u, v \
1
q++
so we conclude from (46) that
U\(u, v)2(1u, v(q))=&q\(u, v)#(u, v) \1q+ . (47)
Now summing (45) and (47) yields the desired result. K
Note that Corollaries 6.5 and 6.6, although equivalent, yield different
formulas for #(u, v). In fact, from Corollary 6.6 we deduce that
#(u, v)= :
C # C*(v, u)
D (\(u, v)&1)2((K*)C) (48)
if u<v. However, formulas (44) and (48) are different since, in general,
D(\(u, v)&1)2((K*)C ){(K*)C +(K*)v, C , as simple examples show.
In the rest of this section we show how known and new results on
KazhdanLusztig polynomials, inverse KazhdanLusztig polynomials,
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generalized h-vectors, parabolic and inverse parabolic KazhdanLusztig
polynomials, and LusztigVogan polynomials follow from Corollary 6.5.
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, JS, and P be WJ partially ordered by
(strong) Bruhat order. For (u, v) # Int(WJ ) let \(u, v) =def l(v)&l(u). It is
then clear from the definition of Bruhat order that \ is a weak rank func-
tion for W J. Recall that given u, v # WJ, uv, and x # [&1, q], we denote
by RJ, xu, v(q) (respectively, P
J, x
u, v(q)) the parabolic R-polynomial (respectively,
parabolic KazhdanLusztig polynomial) of u, v with respect to x. For each
x # [&1, q] we define two elements RJ, x , PJ, x # I (WJ ) by letting
RJ, x(u, v) =
def
(&1) l(v)&l(u) RJ, xu, v(q), (49)
and
PJ, x(u, v) =
def PJ, xu, v(q),
for all u, v # WJ, uv.
Corollary 6.7. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, JS, x # [&1, q],
and u, v # W J, uv. Then
PJ, xu, v(q)= :
C # M(u, v)
(RJ, q&1&x)C (q),
where M(u, v) denotes the set of all the multichains in WJ from u to v.
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.5
that RJ, q&1&x PJ, x=PJ, x and that PJ, x # I12(WJ ). Therefore (RJ, q&1&x )*
is a (WJ )*-kernel and (PJ, x)* is the KLS-function of (WJ )* relative to
(RJ, q&1&x )*. The result follows from Corollary 6.5. K
Note that, as observed after Theorem 2.5, (&1) l(v)&l(u) R<, &1(u, v)
(=(&1) l(v)&l(u) R<, q(u, v)) and P<, &1u, v (q)(=P
<, q
u, v (q)) are the R-polyno-
mial and KazhdanLusztig polynomial, respectively, of u, v # W. Hence
Corollary 6.7 reduces to Theorem 4.1 of [3] if J=<.
Given u, v # WJ, uv, and x # [&1, q] we define a polynomial
QJ, xu, v(q) # Z[q] by letting
QJ, xu, v(q) =
def
(&1) l(v)&l(u) (PJ, x)
&1 (u, v) (50)
(note that PJ, x is invertible in I(WJ ) by part (ii) of Theorem 2.5). It then
follows immediately from the above comments and from well known
results (see, e.g., [9, p. 190]) that Q<, qu, v (q)(=Q
<, &1
u, v (q)) is the inverse
KazhdanLusztig polynomial of u, v. For this reason we call QJ, xu, v(q) the
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inverse parabolic KazhdanLusztig polynomial of u, v with respect to x.
Given a multichain C=(a0 , ..., ar) we let C* =
def
(ar , ..., a0).
Corollary 6.8. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, JS, x # [&1, q],
and u, v # WJ, uv. Then
QJ, xu, v(q)= :
C # M(u, v)
(R*J, x)C* (q),
where M(u, v) has the same meaning as in Corollary 6.7.
Proof. We have seen in the proof of Corollary 6.7 that (RJ, q&1&x )* is
a (WJ )*-kernel and that (PJ, x)* is the KLS-function of (W J )* relative to
(RJ, q&1&x )*. This implies that RJ, q&1&x is a WJ-kernel and, by Proposi-
tion 8.1 of [14], that (PJ, x)
&1 is the KLS-function of W J relative to
RJ, q&1&x . Therefore from (50) and Corollary 6.5 we have that
(&1) l(v)&l(u) QJ, xu, v(q)= :
C # M(u, v)
(RJ, q&1&x )*C* (q). (51)
But it follows from Proposition 2.6 and from (49) that (RJ, q&1&x )(a, b)=
(&1) l(b)&l(a)RJ, x(a, b) for all a, b # WJ, ab. Hence the result follows from
(51), (35), and (36). K
Note that it is very easy to see that, for any multichain C in W,
(R*<, &1)C* (q) is the dual R-polynomial of C as defined in Section 7 of [3].
Therefore Corollary 6.8 coincides with Theorem 7.5 of [3] if J=<.
Let P be an Eulerian poset and l: P  N be its rank function. It is then
obvious that \(u, v) =def l(v)&l(u) is a weak rank function for P. We define
two elements G, * # I (P) by letting
*(u, v) =def (q&1) l(v)&l(u) (52)
and
G(u, v) =def g([u, v]*; q)
(where g(P; q) is defined by (9)) for all u, v # P, uv. Recall that given
n # P and S[n] we denote by hS, n(q) the polynomial defined by (4).
Corollary 6.9. Let P be an Eulerian poset of rank n+1 (n # N). Then
f (P*; q)=(&1)n :
S[n]
:(P; S) hS, n(q). (53)
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Proof. It follows from the definition (10) that
(q&1) f ([u, v]*; q)= :
u<av
g([a, v]*; q)(q&1) l(a)&l(u)
for all u, v # P, u<v. On the other hand, by (9) and Theorem 2.4 of [13]
we have that
(q&1) f ([u, v]*; q)=ql(v)&l(u)g \[u, v]*; 1q+& g([u, v]*; q) (54)
for all u, v # P, u<v. Therefore *G=G and since, by (9), G # I12(P) we
conclude that ** is a P*-kernel (a fact that also follows from Proposi-
tion 7.1 of [14]) and G* is the KLS-function of P* relative to **. Hence
we have from (54) and Corollary 6.6 that
(1&q) f (P*; q)= :
C # C
(* )C (q), (55)
where C is the set of all the chains in P from 0 to 1 . But it follows
immediately from the definitions (2), (3), (35), (36), and (52), that
(* )a0, ..., ai (q)=(&1)
l(ai)&l(a0) g^l(a1)&l(a0), ..., l(ai)&l(ai&1)(q) (56)
for any multichain a0a1 } } } ai in P, so the result follows from (55),
(56), and (4). K
The preceding corollary expresses the generalized h-vector of an Eulerian
poset P as an explicit linear combination of the flag f -vector [:(P*; S)]S[n]
of P* (or, equivalently, of P). For example, if n=3 then we obtain from
(2), (3), (4), and Corollary 6.9 that
f (P*; q)=(1&3q+3q2&q3) :(P; <)+(q3&3q2) :(P; [1])
+(q2&q3) :(P; [2])+(q3&2q2+q) :(P; [3])+q2:(P; [1, 3]).
Other (different) formulas expressing the generalized h-vector of an
Eulerian poset in terms of its flag f -vector have been obtained by M. Bayer
and J. Fine (see [13, p. 191; 1, Sect. 1.2], for details).
Note that if we multiply both sides of (53) by (1&q) and then apply the
operator Dn2 then, by (9), we obtain a formula for g(P*; q) in terms of the
flag f -vector of P. This formula is also explicit since the polynomials
Dn2( g^:1 , ..., :r(q)) can be computed through simple recursions and have a
combinatorial interpretation (see (2), (3), and Theorem 3.16 of [4]). On
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the other hand, if one uses (44) (i.e., Corollary 6.5) instead of Corollary 6.6
in the proof of Corollary 6.9 then one obtains the formula
g(P*; q)=(&1)n+1 :
S[n]
:(P; S)( g^s1 , s2&s1 , ..., n+1&sr(q)
+ g^0, s1 , s2&s1 , ..., n+1&sr(q))
(where s1<s2< } } } <sr are the elements of S). The polynomials
g^:1 , ..., :r(q)+ g^0, :1 , ..., :r(q) have been introduced and studied in [4] (where
they are denoted g:1 , ..., :r(q)). They also satisfy rather simple recursions (see
Proposition 3.5 of [4]), but no combinatorial interpretation is known for
them.
Let P be the set D defined in Section 2, partially ordered by the Bruhat
G-order. Recall that, given #, $ # D, #$, we denote by R#, $(q) the polyno-
mial defined by part (ii) of Theorem 2.7, and by P#, $(q) the LusztigVogan
polynomial of #, $. We define two elements L, V # I (D) by letting
L(#, $) =def R#, $(q) (57)
and
V(#, $) =def P#, $(q) (58)
for (#, $) # Int(D).
Corollary 6.10. Let #, $ # D, #$. Then
P#, $(q)= :
C # M(#, $)
LC (q),
where M(#, $) is the set of all the multichains in D from # to $.
Proof. Note first that, by Lemma 5.9 of [15], \: Int(D)  N defined by
\(#, $) =def l($)&l(#)
for (#, $) # Int(D) is a weak rank function for D. Furthermore, from part
(i) of Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.7 we conclude that
q&l($) \ :#$ P#, $(q) #+=D \ :#$ P#, $(q) #+
= :
#$
P#, $(q&1) D(#)
= :
#$
P#, $(q&1) q&l(#) :
;#
R;, #(q) ; (59)
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in M, for all $ # D. Equating coefficients on both sides of (59) therefore
yields that
P;, $(q)= :
;#$
R;, #(q) q\(#, $)P#, $ \1q+
for all (;, $) # Int(D). By (57) and (58) this implies that LV =V in
I(D; R[q]), and hence that V*L*=V* in I(D*; R[q]). But parts (ii)
and (iii) of Theorem 2.8 imply that V* # I12(D*), therefore L* is a
D*-kernel and V* is the KLS-function of D* relative to L*. The thesis
follows from Corollary 6.5. K
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